**Agenda**

1. **Background on Policy and Current ICANN Work on IGO/INGO Protections**
   - 5 min

2. **Discussion of Implementation Deliverables**
   - 60 min

3. **Next Steps**
   - 10 min
Background
Recent ICANN Work on IGO/INGOs Protections

- Protection of IGO/INGO Identifiers in All gTLDs
  PDP WG

- 20 Nov. 2013
  GNSO Council Resolution

- 30 Apr. 2014
  Board Resolution

- 5 June 2014
  GNSO Resolution
  Initiation of PDP

- 30 Apr. 2014
  Board Resolution

- 5 June 2014
  GNSO Resolution

- Policy Development
- Board Consideration
- Policy Implementation

- Consideration of IGO/INGO Identifiers Protection Policy
  Recommendations Inconsistent with GAC Advice (NGPC, GAC, GNSO)

- IGO/INGO Identifiers Protection Policy Implementation (GDD, IRT)

- IGO/INGO Curative Rights
  Protection Mechanism PDP WG (GNSO)
Focus of Current Implementation Work

Adopted Recommendations

**Top Level Protections & Exception Procedures**
- RCRC Scope 1
  - Full Name Reservation
- IOC Names
  - Name Reservation
- IGOs Scope 1
  - Full Name Reservation

**Second Level Protections & Exception Procedures**
- RCRC Scope 1
  - Full Name Reservation
- IOC Names
  - Name Reservation
- IGOs Scope 1
  - Full Name Reservation
- INGOs G. List
  - Full Name Reservation
- INGOs C. List
  - 90 day claims

**Under Reconciliation**
- RCRC Scope 2
  - No protection vs. Reservation
- IGOs Scope 2
  - 90 days claim vs. reservation
- IGOs Scope 2
  - 90 days vs. Perm. claims
Current Timeline Assumptions

- Drafting of Implementation Plan
- IRT Meetings
- Release of Draft Implementation Plan for Public Comment
- Public Comments on Draft Implementation Plan
- Finalization of Implementation Plan with IRT
- Announcement of Policy Effective Date
- Implementation by Affected Parties & ICANN
- Policy Effective Date
Discussion of Implementation Deliverables
Status of Implementation Plan Deliverables

❖ **Consensus Policy**
  - Draft Consensus Policy language for IRT review – 3rd Draft for IRT review
  - Public Comment period
  - Final Consensus Policy language

❖ **Implementation Procedures**
  - Top-level reservation and exception procedure – Complete
  - 2nd Level reservation and exception procedure – Under discussion w/ IRT
  - 2nd Level 90-claims implementation – Still being drafted

❖ **Lists of Identifier Labels & Other Pre-Requisites for Implementation**
  - RCRC Scope 1 identifiers – Complete, for IRT review
  - IOC identifiers – Complete, for IRT review
  - IGOs Scope 1 identifiers – Ongoing (seeking choice of 2 languages)
  - INGOs identifiers – First draft of labels for discussion
  - INGOs Contact Data - Challenged (non-responsiveness)
Draft Consensus Policy Language

Covered in revised draft: iiip-draft-consensus-policy-v3-8mar16-*.docx

- §2.2 Clarification added per discussion in 20 Jan. IRT Meeting
- §4.1 Update of identifiers-to-labels matching rules (length of labels, rules for Chinese language)

To be addressed in subsequent drafts:

- §3 Implementation of Claims Service for INGO identifiers
- §4.5 Definition of DNS labels specification for INGOs and claims protection
- §4.6 Maintenance of protected identifier lists (PDP Final Report §3.4)
RCRC Scope 1 Identifiers Labels

Reminder of Policy recommendation (PDP Final Report §3.1)
- Scope 1 identifiers: "Red Cross", "Red Crescent", "Red Lion and Sun" and "Red Crystal" (language: UN6)
- Protected at the top-level (ineligible for delegation)
- Protected at the 2nd level (reservation with exception procedure)

Implementation
- Labels will be listed on the Reserved Names List (2nd level)
  [https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/reserved-2013-07-08-en](https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/reserved-2013-07-08-en)
- This list will also be a reference for future application rounds (top-level)

Implementation Challenges and Staff Proposals
- Inconsistencies with Policy recommendation: labels will be removed from the Reserved Names List (currently reserved per Board resolution 2012.11.26.NG03)
IOC Scope 1 Identifiers Labels

Reminder of Policy Recommendation (PDP Final Report §3.2)

- Scope 1 identifiers: olympic, olympiad (language: UN6, + German, Greek, and Korean)
- Protected at the top-level (ineligible for delegation)
- Protected at the 2nd level (reservation with exception procedure)

Implementation

- Labels will remain listed on the Reserved Names List (2nd level)
  [Link](https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/reserved-2013-07-08-en)
- This list will also serve as reference for future application rounds (Top-level)
IGO Scope 1 Identifiers Labels

Reminder of Policy recommendation scope (PDP Final Report §3.3)
- Scope 1 identifiers: GAC List (22 March 2013) – full name (up to two languages)
- Protected at the top-level (ineligible for delegation)
- Protected at the 2nd level (reservation with exception procedure)

Implementation
- Labels will be listed on the Reserved Names List (2nd level)
  https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/reserved-2013-07-08-en
- This list will also serve as reference for future application rounds (Top-level)

Implementation Challenges and Staff Proposals
- The 22 March 2013 GAC List only contains Full Names of the IGO in English
- ICANN Staff will be working with the GAC to gather the choice of two languages for all IGOs
Reminder of Policy Recommendation Scope (PDP Final Report §3.4)

- Scope 1 Identifiers: ECOSOC List - General Consultative Status (language: English only)
- Scope 2 Identifiers: ECOSOC List - Special Consultative Status (language: English only)

Implementation

- Labels will be listed in an authoritative document (TBD) to serve implementation of protection at the top-level (ineligible for delegation) and at the 2nd Level (90-day Claims)

Implementation Challenges

- Unable to establish a channel of communication with CSO Net, the manager of the ECOSOC list, after repeated attempts
- ICANN Staff welcomes assistance from the community to help build a working relationship with CSO Net
Next Steps
Next Steps

- IRT Feedback is expected by 1 March 2016 via mailing list gnso-igo-ingo-ip-irt@icann.org on the following items:
  - Review of draft Consensus Policy v3
  - Review of identifiers lists and staff proposals for addressing implementation challenges

- The next meeting of the IRT is expected to held via conference call in early April 2016
Engage with ICANN

Thank You and Questions
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slideshare.net/icannpresentations